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We have included the starred Levels with a logical basis to the grade Level, in this assessment, allowing children to demonstrate their highest 
Level of understanding. If children are familiar with models other than these, they may demonstrate their understanding using those. 

Relationship Liquid Units and Mass. Convert Mass Units  
Measurement and Geometry 68 

Because there are so many Levels of Measurement, we have included larger images of each Level from page 4 onwards.   
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PRE - ASSESSMENT Select the Level that allows you to demonstrate your highest understanding. 

Mass as more than / less than / about a gram or kilogram 
Select an object. 
Estimate whether it has a mass of  
more than gram or kilogram, less than a gram or kilogram, or about a gram or kilogram. 
Measure the mass on an equal arm balance. 
Record the equal arm balance, the object and the gram or kilogram. 
Label the mass. 

Record mass in kilograms and tonnes using fractions 
Select a number of tonnes and kilograms. 
Record a value chart and record the number of kilograms in it. 
Record the relationship between tonnes and kilograms. 
Use the relationship between tonnes and kilograms to  
convert the tonnes and kilograms to tonnes and a fraction of a tonne. 

Record mass in grams and kilograms using fractions 
Select a number grams. 
Record the relationship between kilograms and grams. 
Use the relationship between kilograms and grams to  
record the grams as kilograms + grams, or as kilograms and 
a  fraction of a kilogram.        

Mass in multiple uniform informal units 
Select an object. 
Measure its mass on an equal arm balance using multiple uniform informal units. 
Record the equal arm balance, the object and the mass. 
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Mass as more than / less than / about a gram or kilogram 
Select an object. 
Estimate whether it has a mass of  
more than gram or kilogram, less than a gram or kilogram, or about a gram or kilogram. 
Measure the mass on an equal arm balance. 
Record the equal arm balance, the object and the gram or kilogram. 
Label the mass. 

Convert between mass units of measurement 
Select a number of milligrams. 
Record a value chart and record the number of milligrams in it. 
Multiply or divide the number of milligrams by a power of 10  
to record the same mass in grams, or kilograms.  
Record the number of grams or kilograms in the place value chart. 
Explain why you multiplied or divided by the power of 10 
to record the same mass in grams or kilograms. 
 
Select a number of kilograms. 
Record a value chart and record the number of kilograms in it. 
Multiply or divide the number of kilograms by a power of 10  
to record the same mass in grams, or milligrams.  
Record the number of grams or milligrams in the place value chart. 
Explain why you multiplied or divided by the power of 10 
to record the same mass in grams or milligrams.  
 

Record mass in kilograms and tonnes using fractions 
Select a number of tonnes and kilograms. 
Record a value chart and record the number of kilograms in it. 
Record the relationship between tonnes and kilograms. 
Use the relationship between tonnes and kilograms to  
convert the tonnes and kilograms to tonnes and a fraction of a tonne. 

Mass in multiple uniform informal units 
Select an object. 
Measure its mass on an equal arm balance using multiple uniform informal units. 
Record the equal arm balance, the object and the mass. 

POST - ASSESSMENT Select the Level that allows you to demonstrate your highest understanding. 

Record mass in grams and kilograms using fractions 
Select a number grams. 
Record the relationship between kilograms and grams. 
Use the relationship between kilograms and grams to  
record the grams as kilograms + grams, or as kilograms and 
a  fraction of a kilogram.        
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Complete Measurement Levels 
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